Three new silicon-bearing radicals of astrophysical interest, SiCCH and the two nearly isoenergetic isomers SiCN and SiNC, were detected in a laboratory discharge in their ground states by Fourier transform 2 X P microwave and millimeter-wave absorption spectroscopy. Hyperfine structure was observed in the low rotational transitions of the 2 P 1/2 ladder, and well-resolved L-doubling was observed in both fine-structure ladders. With the spectroscopic constants derived from the laboratory measurements, the spectra of all three can be calculated to an uncertainty of less than 0.1 km s Ϫ1 in equivalent radial velocity over the entire range of interest to radio astronomers. SiCN, with a dipole moment of 2.9 D, is probably the most promising of the three for astronomical discovery.
Silicon is heavily depleted in the interstellar gas, but in stellar outflows enough is apparently kept from the grains to feed a rich and readily observed gas-phase chemistry (Glassgold & Mamon 1992) . For example, eight silicon-containing molecules have been detected in the expanding molecular shell of the evolved carbon star IRC ϩ10216, one of the richest sources of reactive and refractory molecules in the millimeter-wave band. Both chains and rings have been observed, and there are probably many more silicon molecules to be found once laboratory rest frequencies are in hand. Chains with a terminal CN group or with an isovalent CCH group are of particular interest because the alkali and alkaline earth cyanides NaCN (Turner, Steimle, & Meerts 1994) , MgNC (Kawaguchi et al. 1993) , and MgCN (Ziurys et al. 1995 ) have all been detected toward IRC ϩ10216.
Here we report the first laboratory detection of three simple silicon-carbides: SiCCH and the two nearly isoenergetic isomers SiCN and SiNC, all open-shell isoelectronic ( 2 P) molecules with linear structures. We detected their rotational spectra at both centimeter and millimeter wavelengths and were able to determine the spectroscopic constants of each to high precision. The lines in the range of interest to radio astronomers have either been observed directly or can be predicted with the derived constants to better than 0.1 km s Ϫ1 in equivalent radial velocity.
The three new radicals were first detected in the laboratory at centimeter wavelengths with the same Fourier transform microwave (FTM) spectrometer recently used to measure the rotational spectra of more than 70 carbon chains and rings of astrophysical interest. The molecules were generated in a molecular beam by a small electric discharge in the throat of a pulsed supersonic nozzle, prior to expansion into the large Fabry-Perot cavity of the spectrometer. The best experimental conditions were similar to those used to study SiC 3 and two of its energetic isomers: 0.2% silane and 0.2% diacetylene or cyanoacetylene diluted in Ne, a stagnation pressure of 2.5 ktorr, a discharge potential of 1100-1500 V, and a gas pulse of about 200 ms .
Our laboratory detections benefited from ab initio calculations that narrowed the search for the rotational transitions of the present molecules to a frequency range of roughly 1% (for SiCCH: Largo-Cabrerzio & Flores 1988; Han, Rittby, & Graham 1997; for SiCN and SiNC: Largo-Cabrerzio 1988) . On the basis of these calculations, SiCCH was detected first, its rotational constant differing by only 0.7% from that predicted. By scaling the theoretical rotational constants of SiCN and SiNC (multiplying by the ratio of the measured rotational constant of SiCCH to that calculated), the rotational lines of both were predicted even better: to 0.2%.
The rotational temperature of molecules in our supersonic beam is generally quite low, in the vicinity of 3 K, and there is evidence that the excitation of the fine-structure levels of open-shell molecules like those here is characterized by an excitation temperature that is comparably low. Because the upper fine-structure ladder lies above the lower ladder at ground by the fine-structure constant A, which is of the order of 100 K, only rotational transitions within the lower-lying finestructure ladder are observed in our supersonic beam. The ab initio calculations indicate that the ground state for each molecule is X 2 P, but do not specify whether the fine structure is regular, with the 2 P 1/2 rotational ladder lowest in energy, or inverted, with the 2 P 3/2 ladder lowest. By analogy with C 3 H and CCN (Gottlieb et al. 1985; Merer & Travis 1965) , we assumed that the fine structure was regular, and that assumption was confirmed for each molecule by detection with the FTM spectrometer of the transition near 16 GHz, a J = 3/2 r 1/2 transition absent in the 2 P 3/2 ladder. Hyperfine structure was observed for all three molecules in the low rotational transitions of the 2 P 1/2 fine-structure ladder. The three lowest rotational transitions ( ) of SiCCH and J ≤ 3.5 SiCN fell within the present range of the FTM spectrometer (5-40 GHz), but only the lowest two of SiNC were observed because of its somewhat larger rotational constant. Owing to L-doubling and hyperfine structure (hfs) from the proton ( ) or nitrogen nucleus ( ), the rotational transitions
were split into a number of components, generally six for SiCCH and 10 for SiCN and SiNC. Of the 13 fitted spectroscopic constants listed in Table 1 , only the hyperfine coupling constants were accurately determined from the microwave data: the three magnetic constants , b, and d for a = a Ϫ (b ϩ c)/2 Ϫ all three species; the quadrupole constant for SiCN and eQq 0 SiNC; and for SiCN. As Figure 1 illustrates, the freeQq 2 quencies and relative intensities of the well-resolved hyperfine- Table 1 . The observed spectrum is a concatenation of 100 individual 0.5 MHz scans that took 2 hr to acquire. Lines denoted by "I" are ghosts of strong lines that appear in the incompletely suppressed image band of the heterodyne receiver. Lines denoted with an asterisk are unrelated to the present study.
split components of SiCCH are accurately reproduced with the derived molecular constants, and similar agreement was achieved for SiCN and SiNC. A more complete discussion of the hfs will be given elsewhere.
The close match of our rotational constants with those calculated permits little doubt that the assignments here are correct, and there is additional evidence:
1. The assigned lines vanish when silicon (i.e., silane) is removed from the precursor mixture.
2. They also disappear when the discharge is turned off, ruling out a van der Waals complex of Ne with a stable molecule-diacetylene or cyanoacetylene or an impurity-in the precursor stream.
3. All of the lines are appreciably broadened when a strong permanent magnet is brought near the Fabry-Perot cavity, indicating that the carriers are open-shell molecules with a strong Zeeman effect.
4. The lines attributed to SiCN and SiNC vanish in the absence of nitrogen (i.e., cyanoacetylene).
Guided by the spectroscopic constants obtained from the centimeter-wave observations, the millimeter-wave spectra of No. 1, 2000 APPONI ET AL. L57 Note.-JЈ is the upper level of the transitions, e and f are standard parity parameters, and .
SiCCH, SiCN, and SiNC were subsequently detected with the same spectrometer used to measure the ground-state cyclic isomer of SiC 3 . The best signals of SiCCH were obtained using the same experimental conditions that have optimized with this instrument the lines of other silicon carbides: a gas mixture of silane, acetylene, and argon in the molar ratio of 12 : 6 : 1, a 0.5 A DC discharge with a total pressure of ∼30 mtorr, and cooling of the large glass discharge cell to 120 K. The addition of molecular nitrogen to the precursor mixture in the ratio of 12 (SiH 4 ) : 9 (N 2 ) : 6 (H 2 C 2 ) : 1 (Ar) produced the best signals for SiCN and SiNC. The relative line intensities of SiCCH, SiCN, and SiNC were 1 : 5 : 1, with those of SiCCH approximately twice as intense as those of the ground-state isomer of SiC 3 . Using the ab initio dipole moments of 1.4, 2.9, and 2.0 D, respectively, for SiCCH, SiCN, and SiNC (Largo-Cabrerizo 1988; Largo-Cabrerizo & Flores 1988) and comparing their signal intensities to that of C 17 O, the estimated concentrations were approximately , 6 # 10 9 , 9 5 # 10 and cm Ϫ3 . By comparison, the abundances of SiCCH 9 2 # 10 and SiCN were only a factor of 5 less than that of SiCC, which has an abundance of cm Ϫ3 under the same con-10 2.5 # 10 ditions.
More than 18 millimeter-wave rotational transitions, each split by L-doubling, were measured in the 2 P 1/2 and 2 P 3/2 states between 140 and 400 GHz for the three silicon molecules here ( Table 2) . The millimeter-and centimeter-wave transition frequencies were simultaneously analyzed with a standard effective Hamiltonian for a molecule in a 2 P electronic state (Brown et al. 1978) . For each radical, eight spectroscopic constants in addition to the hyperfine coupling constants were required to reproduce the experimental data to the measurement uncertainty (Table 1) : the spin-orbit constant A, the spin-rotation constant g, the rotational constant B, the centrifugal distortion constant D, and the L-doubling constants p, , q, and .
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Following the approach adopted by Brown, Curl, & Evenson (1984) for the strong Hund's case (a) radical SiH, the parameter was set to zero and the combinations of and g, and A A ϩ g D and q were fit instead of the individual constants to p ϩ 2q reduce the correlation between A and g, and p and q. (Sims et al. 1993 ). Because of its larger dipole moment, and by analogy with the known metal cyanides already observed toward IRC ϩ10216, SiCN is probably the most likely of the three molecules to be found in space.
A list of the transitions of SiCCH, SiCN, and SiNC that are most likely to be observed in IRC ϩ10216 with existing large millimeter-wave telescopes is given in Table 3 . Those shown all arise from the lowest fine-structure ladder, 2 P 1/2 , and all fall within the 2 and 3 mm atmospheric windows where rotational transitions of these molecules are probably strongest for this source. Although all three molecules possess hfs, it is smaller than 100 kHz for the frequencies listed and therefore has been ignored. Other transition frequencies, including hfs in the 2 P 1/2 fine-structure ladder, can be calculated with the spectroscopic constants in Table 1 .
We are indebted to J. F. Stanton, M. D. Allen, and J. M. Brown for useful discussions.
